America's TRUE Racists
I've always been puzzled by the way Americans of Asian heritage tend to
gravitate toward the "Democrat" Party. It never made any sense to me,
and it's similar to the disconnect I've seen among non-communist Jews.
A Jewish couple once proudly volunteered to me that they were "proud
Democrats," to which I replied, "You mean the party of Al Sharpton,
Louis Farrakhan and Jesse Jackson?" How non-communist Jews could
find common cause with race-hustlers like Sharpton & Company still
leaves me bewildered. Most nigras hate the Jews, and most Jews have
nothing but contempt for the shvartzes.
Likewise, it's been obvious to me for decades that the nigras hate
Asians, as well. They are profoundly envious of Asian intelligence, their
industry, their discipline and their thriftiness, characteristics that
clearly distinguish them from 95% of all blacks in this country. Asians
are also at the opposite end of the spectrum from blacks when it comes
to obeying the criminal law.
In the Mid-Summer of 2021 issue of the CITIZENS INFORMER, I wrote a
brief Letter-to-the-Editor describing the subdued reaction of blacks on
the St. Louis School Board to a Vietnamese kid in the St. Louis Public
Schools who was awarded the prestigious Gold Medal from the St. Louis
Science Fair. I described the reaction of black board-members as
"...extremely reserved in their applause and seemed to pantomime the
act of clapping. They also appeared noticeably bored by the whole
thing."
About a year ago, some Asian-American rights organization began
running ads on cable TV about an increased incidence of violent crimes
committed against Asians in America. Although none of the ads had the

guts to specify who was actually perpetrating these crimes -- and made
it sound as if everyone were equally guilty -- I knew as sure as the Sun
rising in the East that it was the nigras who were committing those hate
crimes.
My suspicions were recently confirmed by police in San Jose, California
who arrested six black bastards who engaged in more than 170 violent
assaults against more than 100 Asian women in the San Francisco area.
Believe it or not, they are actually being charged with HATE CRIMES!
(I'll leave it to readers to ponder whether the same charges would be
made if the victims were merely white women...)
Then, in mid-January of 2022, a savage ape pushed an Asian woman
named Michelle Go onto the tracks at the Times Square subway station
where she was killed by a passing train. True to form, the murderer was
a smelly and homeless baboon with a decades-long rap sheet. In marked
contrast, his victim was an executive at Deloitte who had earned a B.A.
in Economics from UCLA and an MBA from New York University.
The spike in these kinds of crimes appear to have begun at the same
time as the ChinaVirus pandemic began. Leave it to the nigras to react
mindlessly by blaming every Asian for the ChinaVirus, even as the Jews'
Media labor to discourage us from stereotyping blacks on the basis of
violent crime, welfare, illegitimacy and illiteracy.
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